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Heterogeneous Knowledge Groups
Newsletter #04 / Thursday February 23th

CONVERSATIONS

Skype

Being interested in artistic methods and 
practices which might translate to or 
influence virtual possibilities of relating 
to each other...
Keeping a ‘present order’ open, and 
reserving passages through which new 
practices can pass from your 
‘other spaces’ into our ‘common place’ 
Hm, virtual exchange structures... as 
negotiation fields between multiple views.
The actual mediation is ‘project 
management’ — but using the ‘techniques’ 
of (conceptual) art. 
‘Soft’ can quickly become ‘immaterial.’

Heterogeneous Knowledge Groups
- - -ISSUE #4Heterogeneous Knowledge Groups- - -The Thinktank operates as a meeting point between different sciences and proposes a dialogue between different social and professional fields. Artists who work in different knowledge fields are confronted with different and at times contradictory value-systems, but also with different assumptions about and expectations of the role of the artist. How do artists interpret their role as mediator and what can artists contibute to certain social processes and with what effect?- - -

Thinktank 0.1
- - -A groupware research and development projectInitiated by Inga Zimprich 2005 – 2007- - -The Thinktank project intervenes at the meeting point between social development, artistic practice and technological possibilities. It develops an online working structure (group ware) for collaborative projects. Embedded in a user-friendly interface the Thinktank will offer new functions, which derive from research into collaborative dynamics.The Thinktank intends to carefully observe these areas, which it aims to interconnect; artistic, social and technological development. Therefore the Thinktank offers the process of developing a groupware as a negotiation field, in which partners from all involved areas are invited to contribute to its creation.- - -
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- - -23.02.06 15:36Tanguy Coenenme = writing phd on "knowledge sharing over social networking systems". Background = business studies. Also : working on a generic system for knowledge sharing called Knosos- - -23.02.06 15:36Think Tanki am elske, sitting next to inga at pswar. helping ingy with the thinktank right now then back to berlin to my life of random but strangely connected projects - vaguely to do with art and social communication- - -23.02.06 15:36...sorry, inga, not ingy...- - -23.02.06 15:37kent hansenI'm at the moment affiliated with the Department of Leadership, Politics and Philosophy, Copenhagen Business School, Copenhagen. daeling with art & leadership as an issue; though I have mostly workd with 'art&working life'...- - -23.02.06 15:39Inga ZimprichMe, Inga have initiated this project both aiming to extend groupware possibilities towards the needs of end-users, specifically users from the artistic and social field, and just as much being interested in artistic methods and practices which might translate or influence virtual possibilities of relating to each other....- - -23.02.06 15:45Antony HudekMy research takes your question, Inga, contingently: in what historical space can one envision the interface between different 'genres' of discourse? For instance, in the postmodern, it was understood to be a matter of relative distance: no one discourse had a better access to truth. Now it would seem that 'science', or the hard sciences, have a more direct access to truth(s): technology would be the hard manifestation of this effect.- - -
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- - -Inga Zimprich added Tanguy Coenen, Antony Hudek, kent hansen, Think Tank to this chat 23.02.06 15:28- - -23.02.06 15:39...In yesterday's discussion we invited Jeanne van Heeswijk (currently in Denmark), Mauricio Corbarlan (architect, Buenos AIres), Roé Cherpac, NL and others to speak about their practices and think about potential translation of those values into virtual contexts. On one hand it was very interesting to sort of crystalize the "values" or ethics we encounter in our practices, on the other to question how they might change / relate to another context, as virtual or digital space.- - -23.02.06 15:40...That brings me to my first question, concerning Kent's work: Which values, insights, perspectives are you offering when intervening, working in non-art contexts?- - -23.02.06 15:42...And question to Antony: A big one, too: What is in your point of view interesting in "an encounter between the fields of art" and other fields, for example technology? What is your research paying attention to?- - -23.02.06 15:44kent hansenwell ...diffecult queston and maybe a tooo long one: In my participator based projects the approach has mostly - and especially - revolved around what I have named ‘the working artefact’. The working artefact is an artefact ‘on its way’ to a collective articulation and formation - through prototyping. The artists – and the spectator-participants! - can become promoters of multiplicity and heterogeneity; make clear the boundaries and speak the political and ethical message,Keeping a 'present order' open, and reserving passages through which new practices can pass from your ‘other spaces’ into our common place’ and (public, cultural and political) spaces. That art (withouy a capital a) as I see it.- - -23.02.06 15:45Inga Zimprich... And ... it seems a lot of starting points, but from your answers I guess we can bring up a vivid discussion: "I want to know if people's creativity is influenced by richer computer mediated communication with people in different knowledge areas" – How could this look like? Do you have "user-scenarios" in mind, where people are connecting through a knowledge sharing system?- - -23.02.06 15:48Inga ZimprichIn Kents (also quiet complex) answer, I sense the idea of multiple views, exactly giving space to heterogenity, subjective starting points and creating a space for them. Do I understand you correctly, Kent? In view of your respond, Antony, I am wondering whether technology is "hard science" or whether it exactly could allow a muliplicity of truth(s)?- - -23.02.06 15:49Think Tankkent: can you give an example of the participatory projects you do, how do you achieve the space for heterogeneity that inga talks about- - -23.02.06 15:50Antony HudekYour, this project seems rather to take the 'scientific' fetish - the fact and need to program linguistic exchange, emotive responses etc. - out of the realm of relativity or heterogeneity, and into another sort of communal area: this is in need of definition. In any case, the idea of competing plural discourses seems to have given way to a search for the common ground, beyond differences.- - -23.02.06 15:50kent hansengaining space for subjective starting points and creating a space for them. Yes; this is around this. It hard question is of course 'collective' starting points...- - -23.02.06 15:52Inga ZimprichAntony, I am not sure whether "common ground beyond differences" is the aim. True, whether virtual structures can facilitate a new kind of communal ground is an important question, but I am not sure whether it needs to be defined, or whether it can just be searched for, or encountered while searching for it. Here, this implies again giving space to differences.- - -23.02.06 15:54Tanguy Coenenwould the possibility to create common cogntive maps be a way to articulate "common ground" ?- - -23.02.06 15:55Inga Zimprich//// I pose a parallel question, next to Tanguy's one: Kent, you have come a long way as an artist, actually from minimal painting via interventionist practices, but now you are actively working in economic contexts? Can you tell me about who your partners are at the moment and how this dialogue emerged?- - -23.02.06 15:56kent hansenIt may go too far to explain; but the gereral idea is to 'frame' a cross-disiplinary project 'as art'; meaning that you are able - in non-art contexts - to ‘approve personal experiences'. I have done - together with other artists - several project in an industrial envoriement. Its idea actually stems from 'minimal art': Our experience of an object doesn’t only depend on our immediate sensory perception and understanding. We are using the object that we face - and establish an op-position: We occupy a position and a tempo in the world - together with the object. So I still make objects - in collaborative processes...- - -
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- - -23.02.06 15:57Inga ZimprichTanguy: To me it sounds rather like mapping possible resources, in a "yellow pages" idea, who has which knowledge and how can I access it. I am not sure whether this formulates or contradicts a "common ground".- - -23.02.06 15:57Think Tankthanks, kent!- - -23.02.06 15:59Think Tankto me common ground in the thinktank means not so much an overlap of shared ideas/values but a space that allows ideas and values of each user group to assemble in ways that are entirely unique and special to that group- - -23.02.06 15:59Tanguy Coenenno, cognitive mapping allows for the expression an discussion of rather complex ideas in a collaborative form. But I may be missing the point with regard to the meaning of "common ground" in the arts lingo.- - -23.02.06 16:01Inga ZimprichI think we've made quiet an object in yesterday's chat, if I may be so non humble...while discussing with more partners the character of presence, trust, agreement in virtual structures, at the same time we've all been very aware that our very communication related to these terms, and I think we were quiet able yesterday to establish these, or make them experiencable amongst us... It was quiet an experience for me I must say. - - -23.02.06 16:01Antony HudekAnd I may be missing the point of 'cognitive mapping.' Though the idea of mapping is essential to spatialise the areas for possible communal intervention, I fail to grasp how uniquely 'cognitive' this is.- - -23.02.06 16:02Inga ZimprichConnecting my account of yesterday to Kent's description of processes to Antony's "hard science" we speak within the Thinktank project about whether and how virtual exchange structures can function as negotiation fields between multiple views.- - -23.02.06 16:03Tanguy Coenenit results from unique (personal) cognitive representations which can only be understood and integrated when made explicit- - -23.02.06 16:04kent hansenhm, virtual exchange structures... as negotiation fields between multiple views.- - -23.02.06 16:04Inga ZimprichTo the knowledge- mapping idea I would then have to ask: Which qualities besides "hard knowledge" are there and how are they communicated, how make these other qualities part of an exchange- - -23.02.06 16:05Tanguy Coenenby complementing the with rich communication forms , allowing the map entries to link to other resources on the internet and generallly supporting discussions around map entries- - -23.02.06 16:06...or is this also "hard knowledge" ?- - -23.02.06 16:07Inga ZimprichThis is why I am interested to look once more at Kent's practice. How do you "smuggle" perceptions into other discourses? As awareness for multiple views within an economic context? How do you mediate? How do you communicate your role as an artist in other contexts? ... (a lot, I know... sorry, select some of it... please)- - -23.02.06 16:08...Tanguy, in fact -- I am looking for something more soft. After tuesday's discussion, when you had to leave we've been quiet engaged with Hinrich Sachs in comparing positivist and constructivist approaches in their meaning and their possible appliance to the Thinktank. ... [ I need a moment to think, I continue in a minute...]- - -23.02.06 16:09Antony HudekIt might be interesting (?) to address the notion of 'soft knowledge' (as different from the illusory 'hard sciences'). Inga's presentation at the Jan van Eyck Academie brought this phrase into view: how to map those recurrences, insistences, gaps, redundencies, that essential to the affective spread of knowledge? [I was typing this as Inga's response came up...]- - -23.02.06 16:10Tanguy Coenenwhat do you mean by "soft" ? Surely, direct human communication can result in a learning process which communicates "soft" knowledge.- - -23.02.06 16:11...and direct human communication is supported in a rich way over internet technology- - -
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- - -23.02.06 16:07Inga ZimprichThis is why I am interested to look once more at Kent's practice. How do you "smuggle" perceptions into other discourses? As awareness for multiple views within an economic context? How do you mediate? How do you communicate your role as an artist in other contexts? ... (a lot, I know... sorry, select some of it... please)- - -23.02.06 16:13kent hansenactually the idea is not to "smuggle" perceptions into other discourses. This idea is to let perspetions emerge from the constellatons of persons. it is a joint process; and maybe - hopefully - the co-producers gain different perspectives. The actual mediation is 'project management' - but using the 'techniques' of (conceptual) art. And it is a constant negotiation. The hard part is to enter in the first place; as there are many (mis-) conceptions of 'art'. The role of the artist is maybe to compare with a consultant (in the business context) or as a facilitator. The initial statement could be: 'let's make art together' - very banal...- - -23.02.06 16:15Tanguy Coenento me Inga, you ar asking "how can we make sure that the emotional attributes which are part of face-to-face contact are projected over a computer-mediated communication channel". Is that right ?- - -23.02.06 16:17...If that is your question, I believe a voice-over-ip call can be a very rich, enjoyable and enriching experience- - -23.02.06 16:17Inga ZimprichSmuggle I didn't mean seriously as an undercover activity, but more looking at what can be found / traced back in the result: which values / perceptions came up in a dialogue, though maybe the initial statement was more banal like "Let's make art" instead of "Let's introduce notions e.g. derived from (conceptual) art practices into this dialogue"- - -23.02.06 16:17Tanguy Coenenbut there is a barrier which has to be crossed before people are willing to use it- - -23.02.06 16:18Inga ZimprichJust, very honestly Tanguy, yesterday I had the feeling that it is more the user's awareness but the technology which decides quality of exchange - - -23.02.06 16:19Tanguy Coenennice to hear that project management is a part of the package. I believe that providing such pm-relatd guidelines into a groupware system could be very valualble- - -23.02.06 16:24kent hansenon projec management; also relating to 'what can be found / traced back in the result': The basic result is on HOW to manage a proces; in this aproach the (art) 'object' is a tool. In 'managing' a project/process I try to emphasise the that the process is ot 'fixed' but relates to the 'context' and personas; in this sence a fixed metology of 'managment' probably will not find 'new' experiences.- - -23.02.06 16:24Inga Zimprich*YES* (Kent, thanks)- - -
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- - -23.02.06 16:13Inga ZimprichGiving everything a spot in a network is a technological approach. How do you want to locate "presence" as a quality (which might make a big part in an exchange // contact between people that share an exchange)? If we look at the intensity of contact which might be part of an exchange / transfer of knowledge, not measuring the quantity of time, but the quality of time spent. This is maybe an artistic approach? But it is a soft quality, since hardly measurable. So, yes, with soft I am speaking about non-measurable qualities of exchanges? (Am I making sense?)- - -23.02.06 16:35Antony HudekTwo quick thoughts: 'soft' can quickly become 'immaterial.' something like a population of 'mediators' where many people smile at each other without ever risking to speak. Another is the circular thinking of designing openness: it would seem that designing space for interaction might, and should fail automatically - unless one could envision a malleable set of givens which the participants systematically destroy. Perhaps an entropic castle made of playing cards would be the best model or map - with the emphasis on 'playing.'- - -23.02.06 16:40Inga ZimprichAntony: I have a quote here from yesterday's communication By Roe Cerpac. I think it says a little also about his practice.... Inga Zimprich: 16:39:06Roe: People often ask whether my work has to do with talking. It may look like it, but it is actually not at all about talking. The closer we get, the less we have to talk or make words. Reaching this moment of enjoying silence [That is not what I mean. Maybe more: Not needing to make words in oder to communicate  then it is going very very very fast / or very very very slow  which means a jump] with each other might be the most difficult through online "communication tools". Presence has something to do with Anti-communication. I wonder what happens if you use a "communication tool". Can you create this void also, transgressing the point /// This point is about: Your and my lense are close to each other, and then they overlap, it becomes one lense. no need to talk about yours or mine any more, we just see better, and I know it is because you are there. - - -23.02.06 16:41...He is in a sense a non-visual artist, as he works with presence, but his onview on the medium was quiet relevant to me. Does it relate to what you meant?- - -23.02.06 16:42...Can you elaborate this one: unless one could envision a malleable set of givens which the participants systematically destroy?- - -23.02.06 16:42Tanguy Coenenhas Roe Cerpac used rich forms of communication like Voice-over-IP and video conferencing ?- - -23.02.06 16:42...just wondering- - -
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CONVERSATIONS

Skype

Why would ‘I,’ as a member of a 
‘community’, give two cents about your 
‘banking’ problem?
Is “not enough efficiency” a well enough 
problem? — to generate ‘problems’ of 
a higher quality’, this makes a difference
“The Wise Oak” — the name chosen by 
the employees — suggests a space, 
where there is time and room for reflection 
(unlike the hectic shop floor)
Displacement, rushing and fear could 
be among the best dynamics to prolong
exchange.
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- - -23.02.06 17:20Inga ZimprichIt seemed that we've had quiet diverse levels of discussion, touching on technical aspects and getting into philosophy quiet a lot.- - -23.02.06 17:21...I would like to come back trying to join these very different approaches, which might be the most difficult. So I will take a risk now and ask you to basically switch the medium and create a narrative. Can each one of us write a scenario of an exchange (you can use this chat as an example) as you know it or envision it in / from your practice?Who is involved in this exchange, through which media, ....- - -23.02.06 17:29Tanguy CoenenMe and other researchers are looking at the problems of a large bank in terms of knowledge sharing We go to the bank to discuss their situation and their needs. We (the researchers) afterwards discuss the the bank’s situation and brainstorm on what would be useful. Then, we take a decision on what to do. We decide to formulate two research proposals, one based on social network analysis and folksonomies, the other one based on a more qualitative analysis of their communities. Communication is handled by emailing multiple versions of a document and supplemented by face-to-face conversations and voice-over-ip calls.- - -23.02.06 17:29Inga ZimprichI realize that i need far more coffee and concentration, i'll need some time...- - -23.02.06 17:45Antony HudekTanguy, if I understand, your methodology strikes me as a straightforward sociological approach: trouble-shooting, streamlining, rationalisation, etc. But don't the problems, and the interest, arise when 'communication' simply cannot occur, or cannot occur simply? I mean, why would 'I,' as a member of a 'community', give two cents about your 'banking' problem? What sort of communication model would you employ to reach the desired folks in your folksonomies? Would it be 'profitable' to consider your work as 'artistic production'? Could you make 'me' interested in what you do, rather than in what the bank wants from 'me'? How do you transform your bank's needs through 'my' desires?- - -23.02.06 17:46Inga ZimprichWhat I am interested in in the overall Thinktank project is to gather very different resources, concepts and energies of people with different backgrounds, skills, abilities, and expectations. I am interested in artistic insights into working models and dynamics of work and would like to discuss them in the light of virtualization.On one hand I am communicating the objective goal of creating a group ware (which of course implies programming), on the other hand I am trying to create a frame of negotiation, which in a sense IS programming already, in which we discuss relations (between people, devices, values and technology).At this very moment it is a structure (5 days of chat-conversations), in which people share in their knowledge, deal with the gaps, advantages and shortcomings of remote communication and collaborate for the time of the (current) exchange. 1. Inviting people to share in their views on the different points, which emerged from their practices2. Dealing with a specific communication-situation3. Bringing participants of different knowledge fields together in an exchange about a possible groupware4. Inviting people to investigate technological and design-questions, also according to the values / parameters / philosophical concepts that were raised in the research>>Offering the bundle of gathered energies, interests and dialogues as starting point for a programming phase.- - -
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- - -23.02.06 17:48Tanguy CoenenAntony : I'm trying to be a bit provocative. I know the banking example doesn't really inspire. But what I would like to hear from you is : how is art production different from this rather dry process- - -23.02.06 17:49Inga ZimprichWell, to Antony and Tanguy: I remember one thing Mauricio and Pio once asked: Is the role of the artist to solve problems? Maybe its better to create new ones.- - -23.02.06 17:50Antony HudekAbsolutely ... and new solutions, but not the same problems.- - -23.02.06 17:52Tanguy Coenenok, so artists don't solve problemsthat a good difference, although I don't really believe this is completely true, but I'm not an expert in art nor an artist, so I'll take your word for it.- - -23.02.06 17:54Inga Zimprichhey, some artists solve problems, some love it. BUt maybe it needs creativity to define what a problem is. Is "not enough efficiency" a well enough problem?- - -23.02.06 17:55Antony Hudekpossibly: the best art can do might be to find answers to questions which have not been formulated - answers that always besides the point. Or answers which make the question all the more pressing. In other words, there is no optimal way to resolve a communication-based 'problem,' it seems to me. That's why Tanguy's narrative is interesting: after the question 'how to optimise the bank's needs?' comes the more fruitful one: 'how to play with the process of assessing, measuring, and expressing desire?' Whether this is artistic or not might be besides the point. What counts is that the communication you engaged remain open, confronting everyone with what constitutes, for them as individuals, 'satisfaction.'- - -23.02.06 18:05Inga ZimprichFrom my work I know that it helps me to jump-cut, to do suddenly something different when I am stuck in a process, to make jumps in thinking, discussing, developing a project. It gives for example inefficiency a new place. That has to do with project-management for example. Are there effective ways of organizing which still escape stringent processes? How much energy do I need to invest to create a frame of working / organization in which these dynamics are allowed as part of an organizational process? I am wondering whether such conditions for a working environment can be translated. - - -23.02.06 18:09Tanguy CoenenInga : this "doing something different", or "looking at other organizational ideas" seems to me to be inherent in a more hypertext thinking mode... or am I missing the point- - -23.02.06 18:17kent hansenfirst this...: "How is art production different from “rather dry process”"... Maybe they don’t differ… But on 'problem-solving': I think more - and I quote Philippe Maresse/Acces Local – to generate ‘problems’ of a higher quality’. This makes a difference; as you see the actual ‘problems’ as potentials and not to be avoided - but embraced for the sake of ‘emergence’.- - -23.02.06 18:17Inga ZimprichPhilippe was invited yesterday, but we lost him in cyber-space.- - -23.02.06 18:22Inga ZimprichPhilippe Mareisse's term of the "quality of a problem" is interesting - especially since it does escape categorization (as I perceive it). Problems and their solution can easily be categorized through vocabulary which makes part of problem solving as in a technological approach. Refusing naming at points may help to keep the sensitivity to characteristic of processes more open. Once more then this relates to Kent "having not more on the agenda but to collaborate" or "opening a negotiation field (be)for(e) programming". - - -
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- - -23.02.06 17:55kent hansenI honestly have check up with you lateest inputs, but here is one example/'story' of mine:My initiated project ‘Industries of Vision’ (2001) that included artist groups Superflex and N55 and the manufacturing companies LK and Basta aimed at facilitating mutual learning through interdisciplinary collaboration in between artists, consultants and staff. In the framing of the project a space for art making is established by the artists (as I call ‘The Scope of Art’). Here a ‘working artefact’ serves as the pivotal point for joint creation of a practical utopia (‘heterotopia’) in the organisational context. In one of the companies the active phase was lead off with a project day revolving around the question: “Why should we talk to each other at LK?” which opened a discussion on the significance of various types of talking.The final ‘prototype concept’ was “The Wise Oak” – laid out and designed to meet the values and needs of the participants.“The Wise Oak” – the ‘final’ concept - was a ‘house’ that supposed to be a communication- , archive- and experience-‘house ’.The name – chosen by the employees - suggests a space, where there is time and room for reflection (unlike the hectic shop floor) as under a big oak tree.Placed on a platform somewhere central in the company, it contained a PC for broadcasting in-house radio, meeting room, storage of materials, anonymous idea-bank and more. The room was to be soundproof in order to keep the factory noise out, which in turn also would keep the conversations inside confidential. On the outside would be placed a ‘spirit-barometer ’ ((showing the mood of a group),info displays, shared notice boards and a flagpole for ‘hoist a flag ’ ((for calling in meetings).The radio broadcast was to be transmitted through the company ’s internal PC-network and could be received around the factory – affirming ‘informal’ and ‘formal’ communication…All together: the aim was to discuss - as mentioned - basic questions that provide the three foundational aspects of the interactive artefact design: »role, look and feel« and »implementation«. Questions about the functions and meanings of the artefact in the future (working)life of the user was connected with these aspects.- - -23.02.06 17:55Inga Zimprichthat's a lot!- - -23.02.06 17:56kent hansen...sorry..- - -23.02.06 18:10kent hansenYes I/we placed ourselves inside the powerstructures - but we didnt have any 'agenda'; but to collaborate. And as such we were not for 'a politic'. As for the 'utopia' - the tryout was to implement it i a practical sense - a local utopia. But the 'utopia' is more about 'in-between' possibilities and 'voids' - 'places' for various tactics. And this is not without problem - TIME is an issue... And sorry I cant not keep up all inputs/outputs!! We have lined up a discussion that are unlimited... interesting!- - -23.02.06 18:29kent hansenI had this comming - now before I concude (!): This about "Refusing naming" relates as well to 'project management' and the traditional focus on ‘phases’ in 'project management'. When you conclude phases before you move forward in the processes – you miss the chance of tracing back – an reformatting the approach. But of course you have the ‘double loop learning’-idea in ‘project management’ as well (!?)- - -23.02.06 18:32Inga ZimprichI am not familiar with the double loop learning idea, but I see the importance of not organizing project phases chronologically. But acknowledging their overlap or synchronicity.- - -
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- - -22.02.06 16:48Inga Zimprich"I have been thinking often about situations, how they emerge and how they have to be handled with care. what i see in the emerging journey of the blue house is, that peculiar strength one has to have to not rush before a situation naturally falls into place. It is easy to formalize things, out of the fear of a void, but m,aybe it takes a necessary void for things to come and to settle. I think this way of organizing demands a lot of strength. - - -22.02.06 16:51...When you talk about trust / when you talk about void / attractiveness / are all speaking about the same thing, this void. You can avoid the void, but then you don't go anywhere."- - -23.02.06 18:25...that was from yesterday, sorry it's so long. - - -23.02.06 18:34Antony Hudek' ... that particular strength one has to have to not rush before a situation naturally falls into place.' This for me is already a question raised by this conversation: whatever the means of formalising dialogue, they should not, i think, aspire to anything 'natural' nor to anything that falls into place. Displacement, rushing and fear could be among the best dynamics to prolong exchange. In truth, I found all these elements this afternoon: the fear of not knowing how to 'speak' to one another, the desire to be provocative without offending, and the thwarted need for always more... this medium is absolutely dissatisfying - so much more than the telephone mentioned earlier - and as such proved, for me, a great, unfinished exercise in learning how to 'speak' again.- - -23.02.06 18:35Inga Zimprichwow.- - -23.02.06 18:40Antony HudekThat's very true ... just as long as the emphasis remains on the falling. How does Think Tank feel about the medium?- - -23.02.06 18:40Inga Zimprichi learned to appreciate most in this experiments the disturbances and how people deal with them. after your summary though, antony, i cannot add much.- - -23.02.06 18:41Think Tanki agree. also on your thoughts on the medium. taking the courage to engage with the dissatisfaction is a big step..- - -23.02.06 18:50Antony HudekThanks so much, Think Tank - after today, 'real-life' and 'real time' might feel distinctly less real!- - -23.02.06 18:51Inga Zimprichwe'll work on making it real, antony! connecting spaces in a cafe!- - -23.02.06 18:51...also virtual activity!- - -

Heterogeneous Knowledge Groups
- - -ISSUE #4Heterogeneous Knowledge Groups- - -The Thinktank operates as a meeting point between different sciences and proposes a dialogue between different social and professional fields. Artists who work in different knowledge fields are confronted with different and at times contradictory value-systems, but also with different assumptions about and expectations of the role of the artist. How do artists interpret their role as mediator and what can artists contibute to certain social processes and with what effect?- - -

Thinktank 0.1
- - -A groupware research and development projectInitiated by Inga Zimprich 2005 – 2007- - -The Thinktank project intervenes at the meeting point between social development, artistic practice and technological possibilities. It develops an online working structure (group ware) for collaborative projects. Embedded in a user-friendly interface the Thinktank will offer new functions, which derive from research into collaborative dynamics.The Thinktank intends to carefully observe these areas, which it aims to interconnect; artistic, social and technological development. Therefore the Thinktank offers the process of developing a groupware as a negotiation field, in which partners from all involved areas are invited to contribute to its creation.- - -
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PARTICIPANTS

Tanguy Coenen
- - -23.02.06 17:29Tanguy CoenenMe and other researchers are looking at the problems of a large bank in terms of knowledge sharing We go to the bank to discuss their situation and their needs. We (the researchers) afterwards discuss the the bank’s situation and brainstorm on what would be useful. Then, we take a decision on what to do. We decide to formulate two research proposals, one based on social network analysis and folksonomies, the other one based on a more qualitative analysis of their communities. Communication is handled by emailing multiple versions of a document and supplemented by face-to-face conversations and voice-over-ip calls.- - -23.02.06 17:48Tanguy CoenenAntony : I'm trying to be a bit provocative. I know the banking example doesn't really inspire. But what I would like to hear from you is : how is art production different from this rather dry process- - -23.02.06 17:52Tanguy Coenenok, so artists don't solve problemsthat a good difference, although I don't really believe this is completely true, but I'm not an expert in art nor an artist, so I'll take your word for it.- - -23.02.06 18:09Tanguy CoenenInga : this "doing something different", or "looking at other organizational ideas" seems to me to be inherent in a more hypertext thinking mode... Tanguy Coenen holds a Bachelor and Masters degree in Commercial engineering from the Vrije Universiteit Brussel. He is currently working as a researcher at the department for Quantitative methods applied to the human sciences (MOSI) and the Evolution, Complexity and Cognition group (ECCO). His research interests are • Knowledge sharing • Knowledge intensive organizations • Knowledge management information systems • Social networks analysis• Associative nature of creativityHis current research focuses on how knowledge sharing between distributed individuals can be achieved over social networking systems. His approach is to use a multidisciplinary perspective to analyze the knowledge sharing process and find out how social networking systems can address the issues involved. This multidisciplinary perspective involves the following areas : • Social exchange theory• Communication theory• Knowledge management• Social network analysisFurthermore, Tanguy’s research team obtained government funding to develop a social networking system, particularly aiming to stimulate knowledge sharing. This project, called “Knosos”, will be open-source and free. - - -

Kent Hansen
- - -23.02.06 15:44kent hansenIn my participatory based projects the approach has mostly - and especially - revolved around what I have named ‘the working artefact’. The working artefact is an artefact ‘on its way’ to a collective articulation and formation - through prototyping. The artists – and the spectator-participants! - can become promoters of multiplicity and heterogeneity; make clear the boundaries and speak the political and ethical message,Keeping a 'present order' open, and reserving passages through which new practices can pass from your ‘other spaces’ into our common place’ and (public, cultural and political) spaces. That art (withouy a capital a) as I see it.- - -23.02.06 15:56kent hansenIt may go too far to explain; but the gereral idea is to 'frame' a cross-disiplinary project 'as art'; meaning that you are able - in non-art contexts - to ‘approve personal experiences'. I have done - together with other artists - several project in an industrial envoriement. Its idea actually stems from 'minimal art': Our experience of an object doesn’t only depend on our immediate sensory perception and understanding. We are using the object that we face - and establish an op-position: We occupy a position and a tempo in the world - together with the object. So I still make objects - in collabortive processes...- - -23.02.06 16:13kent hansenActually the idea is not to "smuggle" perceptions into other discourses. The idea is to let perceptions emerge from the constellations of persons. it is a joint process; and maybe - hopefully - the co-producers gain different perspectives. The actual mediation is 'project management' - but using the 'techniques' of (conceptual) art. And it is a constant negotiation. The hard part is to enter in the first place; as there are many (mis-) conceptions of 'art'. The role of the artist is maybe to compare with a consultant (in the business context) or as a facilitator. The initial statement could be: 'let's make art together' - very banal...- - -23.02.06 16:24kent hansenOn project management; also relating to 'what can be found / traced back in the result': The basic result is on HOW to manage a process; in this approach the (art) 'object' is a tool. In 'managing' a project/process I try to emphasize that the process is not 'fixed' but relates to the 'context' and personas; in this sense a fixed methodology of 'management' probably will not find 'new' experiences.- - -23.02.06 17:55kent hansenI honestly have check up with you lateest inputs, but here is one example/'story' of mine:My initiated project ‘Industries of Vision’ (2001) that included artist groups Superflex and N55 and the manufacturing companies LK and Basta aimed at facilitating mutual learning through interdisciplinary collaboration in between artists, consultants and staff. In the framing of the project a space for art making is established by the artists (as I call ‘The Scope of Art’). Here a ‘working artefact’ serves as the pivotal point for joint creation of a practical utopia (‘heterotopia’) in the organisational context. In one of the companies the active phase was lead off with a project day revolving around the question: “Why should we talk to each other at LK?” which opened a discussion on the significance of various types of talking.The final ‘prototype concept’ was “The Wise Oak” – laid out and designed to meet the values and needs of the participants.“The Wise Oak” – the ‘final’ concept - was a ‘house’ that supposed to be a communication- , archive- and experience-‘house ’.The name – chosen by the employees - suggests a space, where there is time and room for reflection (unlike the hectic shop floor) as under a big oak tree.Placed on a platform somewhere central in the company, it contained a PC for broadcasting in-house radio, meeting room, storage of materials, anonymous idea-bank and more. The room was to be soundproof in order to keep the factory noise out, which in turn also would keep the conversations inside confidential. On the outside would be placed a ‘spirit-barometer ’ ((showing the mood of a group),info displays, shared notice boards and a flagpole for ‘hoist a flag ’ ((for calling in meetings).The radio broadcast was to be transmitted through the company ’s internal PC-network and could be received around the factory – affirming ‘informal’ and ‘formal’ communication…Al together: the aim was to discuss - as mentioned - basic questions that provide the three foundational aspects of the interactive artefact design: »role, look and feel« and »implementation«. Questions about the functions and meanings of the artefact in the future (working)life of the user was connected with these aspects.- - -

Antony Hudek
- - -23.02.06 15:45Antony HudekMy research takes your question, Inga, contingently: in what historical space can one envision the interface between different 'genres' of discourse? For instance, in the postmodern, it was understood to be a matter of relative distance: no one discourse had a better access to truth. Now it would seem that 'science', or the hard sciences, have a more direct access to truth(s): technology would be the hard manifestation of this effect.- - -23.02.06 16:01Antony HudekAnd I may be missing the point of 'cognitive mapping.' Though the idea of mapping is essential to spatialise the areas for possible communal intervention, I fail to grasp how uniquely 'cognitive' this is.- - -23.02.06 17:45Antony HudekTanguy, if I understand, your methodology strikes me as a straightforward sociological approach: trouble-shooting, streamlining, rationalisation, etc. But don't the problems, and the interest, arise when 'communication' simply cannot occur, or cannot occur simply? I mean, why would 'I,' as a member of a 'community', give two cents about your 'banking' problem? What sort of communication model would you employ to reach the desired folks in your folksonomies? Would it be 'profitable' to consider your work as 'artistic production'? Could you make 'me' interested in what you do, rather than in what the bank wants from 'me'? How do you transform your bank's needs through 'my' desires?- - -23.02.06 17:55Antony Hudekpossibly: the best art can do might be to find answers to questions which have not been formulated - answers that always besides the point. Or answers which make the question all the more pressing. In other words, there is no optimal way to resolve a communication-based 'problem,' it seems to me. That's why Tanguy's narrative is interesting: after the question 'how to optimise the bank's needs?' comes the more fruitful one: 'how to play with the process of assessing, measuring, and expressing desire?' Whether this is artistic or not might be besides the point. What counts is that the communication you engaged remain open, confronting everyone with what constitutes, for them as individuals, 'satisfaction.'- - -23.02.06 18:34Antony Hudek' ... that particular strength one has to have to not rush before a situation naturally falls into place.' This for me is already a question raised by this conversation: whatever the means of formalising dialogue, they should not, i think, aspire to anything 'natural' nor to anything that falls into place. Displacement, rushing and fear could be among the best dynamics to prolong exchange. In truth, I found all these elements this afternoon: the fear of not knowing how to 'speak' to one another, the desire to be provocative without offending, and the thwarted need for always more... this medium is absolutely dissatisfying - so much more than the telephone mentioned earlier - and as such proved, for me, a great, unfinished exercise in learning how to 'speak' again.- - -23.02.06 18:50Antony HudekThanks so much, Think Tank - after today, 'real-life' and 'real time' might feel distinctly less real!- - -

Elske Rosenfeld
- - -23.02.06 15:36Think Tanki am elske, sitting next to inga at pswar. helping ingy with the thinktank right now then back to berlin to my life of random but strangely connected projects - vaguely to do with art and social communication- - -23.02.06 15:59Think Tankto me common ground in the thinktank means not so much an overlap of shared ideas/values but a space that allows ideas and values of each user group to assemble in ways that are entirely unique and special to that group- - -23.02.06 16:15Think Tankas i said yesterday, i am not sure how / if this can really be aided by technology other than by making technology as invisible as possible- - -23.02.06 16:22Think Tanktanguy,((when you talk about barriers)) now you are talking about making internet technology as acceptable as more trad. forms of technol. means of communication (telephone) but does not change the way people interact offering something new instead of the internet equivalent of the good old phone- - -23.02.06 18:38Think Tankbut instances of 'falling into place' are also part of this neverending process. part but never end and really only stepping stone to the next, maybe better, problem- - -

Inga Zimprich
- - -23.02.06 17:46Inga ZimprichWhat I am interested in in the overall Thinktank project is to gather very different resources, concepts and energies of people with different backgrounds, skills, abilities, and expectations. I am interested in artistic insights into working models and dynamics of work and would like to discuss them in the light of virtualization.On one hand I am communicating the objective goal of creating a group ware (which of course implies programming), on the other hand I am trying to create a frame of negotiation, which in a sense IS programming already, in which we discuss relations (between people, devices, values and technology).At this very moment it is a structure (5 days of chat-conversations), in which people share in their knowledge, deal with the gaps, advantages and shortcomings of remote communication and collaborate for the time of the (current) exchange. 1.Inviting people to share in their views on the different points, which emerged from their practices2.Dealing with a specific communication-situation3.Bringing participants of different knowledge fields together in an exchange about a possible groupware4.Inviting people to investigate technological and design-questions, also according to the values / parameters / philosophical concepts that were raised in the research>>Offering the bundle of gathered energies, interests and dialogues as starting point for a programming phase.- - -23.02.06 15:34Inga ZimprichIn yesterday's discussion we invited Jeanne van Heeswijk (currently in Denmark), Mauricio Corbarlan (architect, Buenos AIres), Roé Cherpac, NL and others to speak about their practices and think about potential translation of those values into virtual contexts. On one hand it was very interesting to sort of crystalize the "values" or ethics we encounter in our practices, on the other to question how they might change / relate to another context, as virtual or digital space.- - -23.02.06 16:13Inga ZimprichGiving everything a spot in a network is a technological approach. How do you want to locate "presence" as a quality (which might make a big part in an exchange // contact between people that share an exchange)? If we look at the intensity of contact which might be part of an exchange / transfer of knowledge, not measuring the quantity of time, but the quality of time spent. This is maybe an artistic approach? But it is a soft quality, since hardly measurable. So, yes, with soft I am speaking about non-measurable qualities of exchanges? (Am I making sense?)- - -23.02.06 16:18Inga ZimprichJust, very honestly Tanguy, yesterday I had the feeling that it is more the user's awareness but the technology which decides quality of exchange - - -23.02.06 17:54Inga Zimprichhey, some artists solve problems, some love it. BUt maybe it needs creativity to define what a problem is. Is "not enough efficiency" a well enough problem?- - -23.02.06 18:05Inga ZimprichFrom my work I know that it helps me to jump-cut, to do suddenly something different when I am stuck in a process, to make jumps in thinking, discussing, developing a project. It gives for example inefficiency a new place. That has to do with project-management for example. Are there effective ways of organizing which still escape stringent processes? How much energy do I need to invest to create a frame of working / organization in which these dynamics are allowed as part of an organizational process? I am wondering whether such conditions for a working environment can be translated. - - -23.02.06 18:22Inga ZimprichPhilippe Mareisse's term of the "quality of a problem" is interesting - especially since it does escape categorization (as I perceive it). Problems and their solution can easily be categorized through vocabulary which makes part of problem solving as in a technological approach. Refusing naming at points may help to keep the sensitivity to characteristic of processes more open. Once more then this relates to Kent "having not more on the agenda but to collaborate" or "opening a negotiation field (be)for(e) programming". - - -22.02.06 16:51...When you talk about trust / when you talk about void / attractiveness / are all speaking about the same thing, this void. You can avoid the void, but then you don't go anywhere."- - -23.02.06 18:40Inga Zimprichi learned to appreciate most in this experiments the disturbances and how people deal with them. - - -

Heterogeneous Knowledge Groups
- - -ISSUE #4Heterogeneous Knowledge Groups- - -As we are building up this series of communications, many issues are highly interconnected, but everyday they appear in a different context in a constellation of different people. We spoke about translation as art: The Thinktank discusses certain artistic insights into processes (processes of exchange, knowledge-creation and learning) and questions them in the light of a potential virtualization.We are very interested to discuss with you your insights into exchanges between heterogeneous groups. Therefore we would like to exchange on the specific processes of (trans-disciplinary) translation that you have experienced in your field of occupation, as much as we would like to draw parallels to the act of formulating a potential group ware to support artistic, collaborative processes within an art-context.The different perspective's brought together today will function as starting-points: Antony Hudek's approach as a theory researcher: "How to stage, within agreed-upon parameters of discourse, an encounter between the fields of art and philosophy, and art and technology, when the fields themselves belong to discrepant orders of language?"Tanguy Coenen: "My current research focus is how knowledge sharing takes place in social software systems over computer mediated communication channels. In addition, I want to know if people's creativity is influenced by richer computer mediated communication with people in different knowledge areas." Kent Hansen, who with "democratic innovation" develops art-projects intervening in economy-related and business contexts but also acts as a facilitator for exchanges between art and economy. Henrik Schrat one of the organizers of Produkt und Vision(http://www.produktundvision.com), a long-term exhibition and research project, in which artists entered collaborations with the educative publishing house Cornelsen.- - -

Thinktank 0.1
- - -A groupware research and development projectInitiated by Inga Zimprich 2005 – 2007- - -The Thinktank project intervenes at the meeting point between social development, artistic practice and technological possibilities. It develops an online working structure (group ware) for collaborative projects. Embedded in a user-friendly interface the Thinktank will offer new functions, which derive from research into collaborative dynamics.The Thinktank intends to carefully observe these areas, which it aims to interconnect; artistic, social and technological development. Therefore the Thinktank offers the process of developing a groupware as a negotiation field, in which partners from all involved areas are invited to contribute to its creation.- - -
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AT PUBLIC SPACE WITH A ROOF

Heterogeneous Knowledge Groups
- - -ISSUE #4Heterogeneous Knowledge Groups- - -The Thinktank operates as a meeting point between different sciences and proposes a dialogue between different social and professional fields. Artists who work in different knowledge fields are confronted with different and at times contradictory value-systems, but also with different assumptions about and expectations of the role of the artist. How do artists interpret their role as mediator and what can artists contibute to certain social processes and with what effect?- - -

Thinktank 0.1
- - -A groupware research and development projectInitiated by Inga Zimprich 2005 – 2007- - -The Thinktank project intervenes at the meeting point between social development, artistic practice and technological possibilities. It develops an online working structure (group ware) for collaborative projects. Embedded in a user-friendly interface the Thinktank will offer new functions, which derive from research into collaborative dynamics.The Thinktank intends to carefully observe these areas, which it aims to interconnect; artistic, social and technological development. Therefore the Thinktank offers the process of developing a groupware as a negotiation field, in which partners from all involved areas are invited to contribute to its creation.- - -




